Mr. Stout Science Series
10 volumes, Published in 2010~2012, 96~116 pages, Aged 10+

Sold to China
This science books series provides children with common inquiries such as “How does electricity
generate?” or “Why does wind blow?” to firm fundamental scientific principles so that children may
develop imagination. A profound understanding of fundamental scientific principles makes it easier to
understand more complex and difficult problems. With this in mind, the book covers some of the entrylevel science topics such as electricity, weather, light, gene, force, matter, and sound. Also, there is a
character which changes its form from electricity to wind, light, and etc. which takes the readers to the
world of science and narrates the scientific details more in depth.
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This book takes the readers to
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Then what are the substances
that make up a matter? By
encouraging the readers to look
at the things that surround them, it applies law of
atom and reaction due to combination of atoms.

Vol10. The Secret of Volcano and Earthquake
This book talks about how fires
has been used and studies in
human history, and through the
history, what kind of special
discoveries and episodes we
have got. Also, this book
explains what combustion is so
that children can understand fires as not only
materials but phenomena.
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